THE SCHEME REALIZATION FOR THE INDIRECT METERING OF ENERGY LOSSES IN A CONTACT LINE

Introduction

The volume of energy losses in electric grids is a main indicator of efficiency of their work, visual status indicator system of power registration, efficiency of power supply organizations.

This indicator clearly shows the problems that require emergency solutions in development, re-construction and modernization of power networks, improved methods and tools for their operation and management in improving the accuracy of electricity metering, fundraising efficiency for electricity consumed. The relative energy losses in transmission and distribution in electric networks can be considered satisfactory, if they do not exceed 4-5 %. Energy losses of 10 % can be considered the maximum acceptable in terms of process of transmission of electric power by networks.

A number of trends that adversely affect to level of losses in contact line were emerged in connection with the low investment in development and modernization of electric networks, improving their management systems regimes in accounting electricity.

Against the background of the changes taking place in the economic mechanism of energy the problem of reducing energy losses in the contact line not only lost its relevance, but rather pushed into one of the objectives of financial stability of power supply organizations.

Determination of energy losses in the contact line of electrified railways has a number of features that are primarily caused by variable size and location of the load which does not take into account a number of factors that affect the magnitude of losses [1-3]:

1. Meters of electric locomotives are often given an understated the value of consumed electricity. There are several reasons:
   - inability of meters to take into account small load at the idle at prohibiting signals and stations;
   - measurement errors when connecting the winding of voltage meter to the winding of transformer own needs of the electric locomotive AC;
   - cases of artificial distortion of meter readings by individual driver.
2. The limits of certain railways don’t meet the limits of the shoulders of service locomotives.
3. Traction and industrial consumers are powered from the traction substations. The energy consumption of industrial consumers partially takes into account by the meters of these consumers and partially calculated using the established capacity of transformers.
4. Feeders that feed a power network aren’t always equipped by meters etc.

Review of the literature

It is proved [1-5] that electricity losses in the contact line appropriately determined using indirect methods.

The energy losses in contact line are calculated by the next formula [5]:

\[
\Delta W = k_l \cdot \int_0^T I_f^2(t) dt,
\]

where \( \Delta W \) – energy losses in contact line, kW·h;
\( k_l \) – energy losses coefficient;
\( I_f^2(t) \) – square of feeder’s current in the given time, A²;
\( T \) – time of moving the train in the area, h.

This method is based on using meter of losses. This method is based on the register values of per square ampere - hours on the feeders of traction substations. The meter is located on the feeder. It measures values of per square ampere – hours in the unit of time and scales them to the energy losses using the energy losses coefficient. The first meter of energy losses for an alternating current F440P was developed on the base of meter F440 in Rostov Institute of Railway Transport [6].

The galvanic isolation on the alternating current is provided by current transformer and additionally LEM-flex converter. It is possible using the analog optocoupler for direct current measuring.

The meter of energy losses F440P can take into account losses in networks at the time of changing of load to 200% of nominal. Its error in the range changing load doesn’t exceed 2 %.
The first meter of energy losses for a direct current SKVT F607P was developed on the base of meter SKVT F607.

In electric circuit of meter of energy losses SKVT F607 were done a lot of changing. There are deleted node ban self-propelled, corrected modes transistors and circuits, power supply modernized in terms of increasing insulation strength.

Such meter of electricity losses can be realized on the modern element base, combining commercial accounting of electricity and the calculation on the energy losses based on a single device, such as Alpha Plus meter (A2) and specialized software package AlphaPlus LS. The latest development of Elster Metronika is Microprocessor meter alpha A1800 with the function of accounting losses (in the modification counter present letter V) and specialized software package Metercat (AlphaPlus W2.1) [7].

A detailed study of the indirect method for determining of electricity losses in the contact lines and determining the expressions for loss coefficient were done in the publications [2, 3, 5, 8-11].

Formulation of the problem

Meters of energy losses aren’t widely used in metering of electric energy in traction substations. Besides quite a few substations have meters on the feeders of contact line. Only one type of modern meters as an additional option has a function integration of the square of the current and for the most part this possibility in other counters unavailable. But in the distances of power supply are used modern portable analyzers of power consumption, the device particular EDL-175 by Satec company.

One of its functionality is the integration of RMS value of the current. That is calculation of ampere-hours, which are measured by Rogowski mites and matching device that converts input current and appropriate signal using a separate integrator. The output signal of the integrator is connected to the special connector main unit, which performs further calculations of the RMS value of the current and its integration in the time.

The ampere-square-hour can be determine using the described functions of the device if the convert signal between integrator of Rogowski mites and interface device.

In general, the device performs the determination of the RMS value of current for its momentary value at the period of fundamental frequency $T$

$$I = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} i^2(t)dt}.$$  

Transfer function of the interface device is defined that after integration squared RMS value of the current will be received. Namely a functional equation will be solved.

$$\sqrt{\frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} F[i(t)]dt} = I^2, \quad (2)$$

where $F[i(t)]$ – unknown function.

Assume that the desired function is equal to the square of the RMS current value that is $F[i(t)] = i^2(t)$. Substituting the assumption in equation (1) and check it.

$$\sqrt{\frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} i^4(t)dt} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} I_m^4 \sin^4 \omega t \, dt} = I_m^2 \times$$

$$\times \sqrt{\frac{1}{\omega T} \left[ \cos \omega t \sin^3 \omega t - 3 \sin 2\omega t \sin \omega t \right]}^{0} = \sqrt{\frac{6}{4}} I_m^2 \neq I^2.$$

That assumption regarding $F[i(t)]$ is false because the result is not equal to the square of the RMS value of the input signal.
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Will provide appropriate substitution in equation (2) and check it.

\[
\frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} i^2(t) dt = \frac{1}{T} \int_{0}^{T} I_m^2 \sin^2 \omega t dt = \sqrt{\frac{I^2 \cdot I_m^2}{2}} = I^2 = I^2.
\]

The search transfer function is equal to product the RMS and the instantaneous value of current. According to the transfer function, the structure of the interface device will have next view (fig. 2).

Two analog microcircuits AD637 and AD633 are used for scheme realization of the interface device. These microcircuits are done operations of determining the RMS value and multiplying signals. Operational amplifiers OP-07 are used for matching input and output signals.

Microcircuit AD633 is a functional, four-quadrant analog multiplier. It consists of a high resistance differential inputs and summing entrance. Full scaling of low-voltage output of 10 V is performed using the built-in zener diode. The nonlinearity entrance is less than 0.1%, and output noise less than 100 mV in the frequency band from 10 Hz to 10 kHz.

The voltage of power supply of microcircuits AD633 is from ±8 V to ±18 V. Inputs have negative polarity, but they are fully differential and many modifications can have a reverse polarity, or be manageable. The signals of differential inputs are converted to current. The result of the multiplication of these currents is generated by the kernel. Characteristics of built zener provides total zoom factor of 10 V. Nodal Point allows to add two or more inputs, increasing gain, convert output voltage to a current, and configure various applications.

The circuit implementation of the device for measuring of electricity losses in the contact line is proposed in view of the described above (fig. 3).

The comparing of the electricity consumption by the meters of traction substation Belgorod – Dniester and meters of trains was done for the experimental verification of obtained theoretical results. The section of Carolina - Bugaz - Belgorod – Dniester was allocated for experiment. The feeding of this section was done by the console power scheme from the feeder № 3.

Electricity losses in the contact line determined as the difference between meter of substation and the sum of electric meters of trains were \( \Delta W_{kl} = 1107 \, \text{kW} \cdot \text{h} \).

Electricity losses in the contact line measured by the device (fig. 3) were \( \Delta W_{kl} = 1166.8 \, \text{kW} \cdot \text{h} \). Error \( \delta \) was 5.4 %.

Conclusions

Current converter, which in combination with a portable power analyzer can measure square of current is designed. Setting of this device with proposed energy losses coefficient allows measuring the losses in the contact line in the absence of the meter.
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The volume of energy losses in electric grids is showed problems which need emergency solutions in development, reconstruction and technical modernization of power networks, improved methods and tools for their operation and management in improving the accuracy of electricity metering, fundraising efficiency for electricity consumed etc. The relative energy losses in electric networks can be considered satisfactory, if they do not exceed 4-5%. Energy losses of 10% can be considered the maximum acceptable in terms of process of transmission of electric power by networks.

Determination of energy losses in the contact line of electrified railways has a number of features that are primarily caused by variable size and location of the load which does not take into account a number of factors that affect the magnitude of losses. The indirect method of energy losses metering is based on the relative values of per square ampere-hours on the feeders of traction substations. The meter of energy losses shows value of energy losses depending on the measured in the unit of time next factors. They are square ampere-hours, calculated energy losses coefficient, measurement period of energy losses and the square of the actual conversion coefficient.

The matching device for analog microcircuits AD637 and AD633 was used as the realization of the circuit of the device as part of the measuring complex with the analyzer power Satec EDL-175. These analog microcircuits are done determination of the RMS value and multiplication of signals with the agreement of the input and output signals by the precision operational amplifiers OP-07.

Using the developed device allowed to determine energy losses in the contact line in the real distance with an error not exceeding 5.4%.
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СХЕМНАЯ РЕАЛИЗАЦИЯ УСТРОЙСТВА НЕПРЯМОГО УЧЕТА ПОТЕРЬ ЭЛЕКТРИЧЕСКОЙ ЭНЕРГИИ В КОНТАКТНОЙ СЕТИ

Объемы потерь электрической энергии в электрических сетях свидетельствуют о проблемах, которые требуют неотлагательных решений в развитии, реконструкции и техническом переоснащении электрических сетей, усовершенствовании методов и средств их эксплуатации и управления, повышении точности учета электроэнергии, эффективности сбора средств за потребленную электроэнергию, и т.п. Относительные потери электроэнергии в электрических сетях считаются удовлетворительными, если они не превышают 4-5 %. Потери на уровне 10 % считаются максимально допустимыми с точки зрения физики передачи электроэнергии сетями.

Определение потерь электроэнергии в контактной сети электрифицированных железных дорог имеет ряд особенностей, которые обусловлены переменной по величине и местоположению нагрузке, которые не позволяют учесть целый ряд факторов. Непрямой метод измерения потерь электроэнергии основан на регистрации величины ампер-квадрат-часов на фидерах тяговых подстанций. Счетчик потерь показывает величину потерь в зависимости от измеренных в единице времени ампер-квадрат-часов, расчетного коэффициента потерь, периода измерения потерь электроэнергии и квадрата фактического коэффициента преобразования.

В качестве схемотехнической реализации устройства в составе измерительного комплекса с анализатором мощности Satec EDL-175 применяно устройство согласования на аналоговых микросхемах AD637 и AD633, которые выполняют определение действующего значения и умножение сигналов с согласованием входного и выходного сигнала прецизионными операционными усилителями OP-07.

Применение разработанного устройства позволило определить потери на реальном участке с ошибкой не более 5,4 %.

Ключевые слова: потери электроэнергии, контактная сеть, учет, непрямой метод, схема, устройство согласования.
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